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Variability of expression in tuberous sclerosis

Abstract
We present three families in whom a
diagnosis of tuberous sclerosis is difficult
to secure and we review published reports about similar cases. Tuberous
sclerosis has been reported to affect as
many as 1 in 9400 subjects in the population. The manifestations of this disease
vary not only between but also within
families. Currently no reliable method of
prenatal diagnosis is available. For these
reasons, subjects known to be at 50% risk
should be assessed scrupulously to clarify
their status. These cases illustrate the
difficulties in the clinical diagnosis of
tuberous sclerosis and further reinforce
the need for a molecular method of
determining whether an at risk subject
has the disease.
(J Med Genet 1993;30:41-3)
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Tuberous sclerosis (TSC) is an autosomal
dominantly inherited disease manifesting a
spectrum of specific hamartomata. Population
frequency is reported from as low as 1 in
170 000' to as high as 1 in 9400.2 Modem
studies2' suggest that TSC is much more
common than reported in older studies'56 and
that many subjects are mildly affected with this
disease. Additionally, both mildly affected and
severely affected subjects are seen within the
same family; TSC does not 'breed true' within
families.7 Variable expression has been recognised as a characteristic of TSC for many
years.58 Despite substantial documentation of
variable expression, debate continues about
the existence of subjects with the TSC genotype who have no detectable manifestations of
the disease89 and, therefore, about the extent of
evaluation, management, and genetic counselling of those at risk for the disorder. We present
three families with TSC that emphasise the
difficulties in diagnosing TSC and discuss the
possible explanations and implications for
counselling. The diagnosis of TSC in all subjects described was made according to the
criteria of Gomez.7

Case reports
FAMILY

1

The proband of family 1 (II-3, figure) was
referred at the age of 8 years 9 months for facial
angiofibromata, which had developed approximately one year previously, a shagreen patch,
and a single toenail fibroma. The father (I 1)
was noted at the child's presentation to have
facial angiofibromata, multiple cutaneous shagreen patches, ungual and subungual fibromata, hypopigmented skin macules, and an

achromic patch of the retinal pigment epithelium in the left eye. This 47 year old father had
polycystic kidney disease which had resulted
in renal failure and required dialysis beginning
four years earlier. He had never been diagnosed as having TSC. The proband's two
older sisters (II1 and IIf2), aged 13 and 10,
had no dermatological findings consistent with
TSC on physical examination which included
Wood's light examination of the skin.
The family was contacted again eight years
later for participation in a TSC linkage study.
On repeat physical examination and retinal
examination by binocular indirect ophthalmoscopy, no signs of TSC were detected in
either of the proband's sisters (then aged 21
and 18). The oldest sister (II 1) had a suggestion of a periungual fibroma around one
fingernail, but no other stigmata suggestive of
TSC. Testing for the linkage study included
non-enhanced CT scan of the brain, renal
ultrasound, and EKG. Sister II- 1 was found to
have multiple bilateral renal cysts and multiple
calcified nodules around the lateral ventricals
of the brain. Therefore, she was diagnosed as
having TSC. The only significant finding in
the younger sister (II-2) was a single renal cyst
in each kidney. The younger sister also underwent an MRI scan of the brain and an echocardiogram, but no additional features of TSC
were noted.

FAMILY 2

The proband of family 2 (II-4, figure) presented with infantile spasms at 1 month old.
She was diagnosed later as having TSC
because she has multiple hypopigmented
macules, a shagreen patch, multiple achromic
patches of the retinal pigment epithelium,
seizures, and developmental delay.
Her 16 year old brother (II 1) had onset of
focal seizures at approximately 18 months old.
On physical examination, he had multiple
hypopigmented macules, achromic patches of
the retinal pigment epithelium in both retinas,
and dental pitting. His development was normal and he has since received a doctorate. Both
parents were evaluated (physical examination
including Wood's light examination of the
skin, binocular indirect ophthalmoscopic examination of the retinas, non-enhanced CT
scan of the brain, renal ultrasound, and EKG)
to determine which has TSC. The only positive finding noted was a mass in the upper pole
of the father's left kidney identified on ultrasound. He underwent an abdominal aortogram
and a left renal arteriogram. The previously
noted renal lesion was not detected and the
studies were interpreted as completely normal.
Additional testing (echocardiogram and MRI
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of the brain) was also offered
but they declined.

to

the

parents

FAMILY 3

The proband in family 3, twin A (II 1, figure),
first noted to have seizures at 15 months
old. These 'staring spells' have continued. He
was first referred to one of us (JWW) at 71
years of age for an epilepsy surgery evaluation
because of intractable seizures. On physical
examination, he had a 5 x 5 cm shagreen patch
over his right lumbosacral area. No hypopigmented macules, scalp plaques, ungual fibromas, or dental pitting were noted. Further
testing included binocular indirect ophthalmoscopic retinal examinations, renal ultrasound, echocardiogram, and MRI scan of the
brain without and with gadolinium. He had an
achromic patch of the retinal pigment epithelium in the right eye and positive findings on
MRI (a 'rough' appearance to the subependymal layer of the lateral ventricles and multiple
cortical abnormalities consistent with tubers).
His brother, twin B (II-2), was thought to
be an identical twin. Monozygosity was confirmed by genetic marker analysis of 20
independent systems in both twins and their
parents. Probability of monozygosity ranges
from a minimum of 99.976 to a maximum of
99.9939. Twin B had never had seizures and
on physical examination had no findings consistent with TSC. Further testing on twin B
included binocular indirect ophthalmoscopic
retinal examinations, renal ultrasound, echocardiogram, CT scan of the brain, and MRI
scan of the brain. No findings consistent with
TSC were seen. The twins both have normal
development. The parents were evaluated by
physical examination including Wood's light
examination of the skin, binocular indirect
ophthalmoscopic examination of the retinas,
renal ultrasound, CT scan of the brain and
MRI of the brain (mother only) and have no
findings of TSC.
was

Discussion
Variable expression is characteristic of most
dominantly inherited genetic disorders. These
three families show the difficulties in the detection of minimal expression of the TSC gene
even when extensive examination is performed. In family 1, testing of internal organs
determined the diagnosis of TSC in a sib at
risk and led to questionable findings in a
second sib at risk. In the other two families, no
expression was detected in persons who most
likely carry the mutated gene.

Family 1 illustrates several aspects of TSC.
TSC certainly did not 'breed true'; the father
and proband had obvious physical stigmata of
TSC while the oldest sister had only a questionable ungual fibroma on one finger but
diagnostic findings on evaluation of internal
organs. Numerous published examples have
few or no external stigmata of TSC but diagnostic findings on internal examination."--5
In most of these cases, parents of affected
children were evaluated with the contemporary technology then diagnosed with TSC.
Transmission risks for these parents were dramatically changed. In family 1, the oldest
sister would have been considered unaffected
without exhaustive testing. Detection of a single renal cyst bilaterally but no other signs of
TSC in the other sister leaves us with no
satisfactory answer for her transmission risk.
Renal cysts are observed commonly in the
population (1 to 2%), but uncommonly in
persons under 30 years of age.'6 Al-Gazali et
al'3 reported a similar case, the mother of a
child affected with TSC who has only a single
renal cyst bilaterally. Fryer et a19 commented
on the diagnostic dilemma of an at risk subject
having only a single cyst bilaterally. Family 1
underlines the necessity of thorough diagnostic testing and also illustrates the problems which thorough testing can create.
In the second family, no evidence of TSC
was found despite extensive evaluation of the
parents. There are published reports of six sets
of parents who have more than one child
affected by TSC in which neither parent had
any signs of TSC after physical examination
and some evaluation of internal organs.49"' 1718
There are two other reports, one involving a
father and one a mother, in which two affected
children were born to the same subject who
had no signs of TSC despite extensive careful
evaluation.'9 20
A parent with no signs of TSC but with
several affected children can be explained at
least four ways: (1) two random mutations
occurring within the same immediate family,
(2) lack of detectable expression of the TSC
gene in one of the parents, (3) gonadal mosaicism, or (4) non-paternity. Two random mutations leading to TSC occurring within the
same immediate family is highly unlikely based
on purported statistical data on prevalence
(probability 2.25 x 10-8). Lack of detectable
expression of the TSC gene is one possible
explanation for these cases. For example, one
of us has seen a subject with two offspring by
different spouses affected with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF- 1) who has only very minimal
findings.2' Gonadal/somatic mosaicism has
been documented as the cause of recurrence of
some autosomal dominant as well as X linked
recessive diseases. A few examples include
osteogenesis imperfecta,22 pseudoachondroplasia,2' and Duchenne muscular dystrophy.24
Cohn et aP2 showed that an unaffected father
who had two children with lethal osteogenesis
imperfecta by different mothers was mosaic for
the mutation causing the disease in lymphocytes and sperm but not in fibroblast cells.
Once the TSC genes are cloned, the answer to
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this puzzle will be known. Until that time,
owing to the number of well documented cases
of multiple affected children with clinically
investigated but unaffected parents, genetic
counselling for parents of seemingly sporadic
cases of TSC (even after thorough evaluation)
should include a small recurrence risk.
Family 3 includes identical twin boys, one
affected with TSC and the other with no
detectable signs of the disease. Six sets of
identical twins affected with TSC have been
reported. In all cases, both twins are reported
affected, usually one having more severe
symptoms than the other.25 Two cases are
reported in which affected subjects are related
through seemingly unaffected subjects.'326
The identical twins, as well as these two cases,
are examples of persons in whom we are currently unable to detect the disease. The twin
cases could be the result of lack of expression
of the TSC gene in the unaffected twin. This
seems unlikely given the common genetic
background, that is, epistatic genes that might
influence expression of mutation, and the
resulting expectation for similar lack of expression. Nevertheless, lack of expression cannot
be ruled out since environmental or stochastic
factors may play a role. Alternatively, the
mutation might have occurred after the separation of the twins. This implies somatic
mosaicism. Because these possibilities cannot
be excluded, we cannot determine whether or
not the twin without stigmata harbours the
mutation.
These cases strongly caution that genetic
counselling for TSC should include the caveat
that the risk may be greatly reduced by negative testing of internal organs, but is not
eliminated. These cases also underline the importance of finding the mutations which cause
TSC and of developing a sequence based
DNA diagnosis. A test in which the gene could
actually be detected would eliminate the
uncertainties now present and the need for
expensive testing for diagnostic purposes.
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